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Abstract -  MANETs (Mobile Adhoc Network) are distributed and self directed networks thatoperate without centralized access 

point and physical fixed infrastructure .   Theyare more challenged and prone to attacks when compared to any other 

conservativenetwork. Black hole attack is  one   such  attack that disrupts communication andreduces   the   performance   of   the   

network.   Black   hole   detection   systems   aim   atremoving this vulnerability. In this paper, we have discussed various 

techniques fordetection   and   prevention   of   cooperative   Blackhole   attack   and   provided   acomprehensive survey on 

cooperative BlackHole attack. 

 
Index Terms-- MANET, Black hole, Security, Cooperative attack    

 

1.INTRODUCTION   

A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a collection of 

self-organized nodes that communicate with each other 

by forming a multi-hop radio network and maintaining 

connections in a decentralized manner. The mobile 

nodes are self-organized by storing the information 

about its neighbor node. Nodes can communicate only 

if they are within the radio signal. If the nodes are not 

within range they can communicate with the help of 

multi hop routing. Each node in the network behaves 

as a host or as a router or both in the same time. The 

size of the network is not limited. Each node in a 

MANET is limited to a certain power and bandwidth 

.The main aim of routing is to find paths with 

minimum overhead and also quick reconfiguration of 

broken paths. MANETs are more vulnerable to attack 

and security of communication in MANET is very 

important. The attacks against MANET are classified 

into two types: passive attack and active attack. A 

passive attack is one that does not disrupt the operation 

of the network. An active attack alters the operation of 

the network by modifying and interrupting data. Active 

attack can be further divided into external attacks and 

internal attacks. An external attack is one in which 

participating nodes are not part of the network. An 

internal attack is one in which compromised or 

malicious nodes are part of the network. MANETS 

have different types of security attacks such as black 

hole, grey hole, warm hole which disrupt the network.  

A black hole attack is one in which a malicious node 

uses the routing protocol to advertise itself as having 

the  

 

shortest path to the destination node whose packets it 

wants to discard/replay packets. When an attacker 

receives RREQ packet, then it creates a reply where an 

extremely short route is advertised. If the malicious 

reply reaches the source node before the reply from a 

legitimate node, a forged route gets created. Once the 

attacker has been able to insert itself between source 

and destination node, it is able to do discard/replay 

packets passing between them. Black hole attack can 

be either internal or external. 

Internal Black hole attack 

 This type of black hole attack has an internal 

malicious node which fits in between the routes of 

given source and destination. As soon as it gets the 

chance this malicious node make itself an active data 

route element. At this stage it is now capable of 

conducting attack with the start of data transmission. 

This is an internal attack because node itself belongs to 

the data route. Internal attack is more vulnerable to 

defend against because of difficulty in detecting the 

internal misbehaving node. 

External Black hole attack 

External attacks physically stay outside of the network 

and deny access to control of internal malicious node 

and control it to attack other nodes in MANET.  

Cooperative Blackhole attack  

 In co operative black hole attack the 

malicious nodes have an effect in a group. Many 

detection schemes are failed in discussing the 

cooperative black hole attack problems. Now recently, 

several cooperative detection schemes are proposed to 

detect and prevent the multiple black hole attack. 
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Related Work 

 Various researchers have proposed different 

methods for detection and prevention of black hole 

attack in MANETS. 

Data Routing Information Table 

        Sanjay Ramaswamy et. al [1] proposed a method 

to detect multiple black hole nodes cooperating as a 

group with slightly modified AODV protocol by using 

data routing information (DRI) and cross checking . It 

identifies multiple black hole attacks and discovers a 

secure path from source node to destination node by 

avoiding multiple black hole node attacking in 

cooperation. 

Fidelity Table 

 Latha Tamilselvan et al [2] have proposed a 

solution for cooperative black hole attack by 

modifying the fidelity table. The sequence number and 

received time of the packet is stored in the fidelity 

table and is compared with the threshold value to find 

secure path from source to destination by ignoring 

multiple malicious. The black hole node is avoided by 

ALARM packets thereby improving the packet 

delivery ratio. 

Distributed and Cooperative Mechanism 

 Chang Wu Yu et al [3] have proposed a 

solution against the black hole attack problem for ad 

hoc networks that works in a distributed manner. All 

mobile nodes cooperate together to analyze and detect 

possible multiple black hole nodes in a more reliable 

way .Simulation results show that this solution has 

higher black hole detection rate and achieves better 

packet delivery rate with much less overhead, 

especially when the network is busier. A constrained 

broadcasting algorithm has been proposed to 

effectively reduce the overhead. 

Certificate Chaining 

 Certificate chaining method proposed by 

E.A.Mary Anita et al [4] provides a security 

mechanism for multicasting routing protocols by 

modifying the route discovery process. An enhanced 

certificate based authentication mechanism, where 

nodes authenticate each other by issuing certificates to 

neighboring nodes and generating public key without 

the need of any online centralized authority has been 

proposed  

Anomaly Detection Method 

 Alem Y.F et.al [5] have proposed an Intrusion 

Detection system using Anomaly Detection (IDAD) 

technique to prevent multiple black nodes by. To 

discover secure path, IDAD collects the abnormal 

activities of the node. Audit data is then collected and 

the information about the node is sent to IDAD system 

to compare the activity of the nodes with previous 

information. If any node activity is suspicious, then 

IDAD system  ignores the specific node from the 

network .To avoid false positive alarm this method 

checks multiple anomaly conditions. 

Data Routing Information Table and Cross Checking 

using FREQ and FREP 

Hesiri Weerasingh  et al [6] have proposed a solution 

for avoiding cooperative black hole attack by Data 

Routing Information (DRI) table and cross checking 

using Further Request (FREQ) and Further Reply 

(FREP)  .This solution identifies multiple collaborative 

black hole nodes and finds the secure path from source 

node to destination node .Every node has to maintain 

an extra database to store the routing information . 

Anti  Black Hole Mechanism 

 Ming-Yang Su et al [7] have proposed a 

mechanism to detect and separate malicious nodes 

which selectively perform black hole attacks by 

deploying IDSs in MANETs (mobile ad hoc 

networks). All IDS nodes perform an ABM (Anti-

Black hole Mechanism). When the suspicious value of 

a node exceeds a threshold, a block message is 

broadcasted by the detected IDS to all nodes on the 

network in order to cooperatively isolate the malicious 

node. IDS nodes are specially located within each 

other transmission range, which is not always feasible 

in normal case. 

Peak Value Method 

 Rutvij et al [8] proposed a method to avoid 

cooperative black hole attack by a factor called “peak 

value’. The PEAK is calculated by number of  request 

and number of reply used every time . Malicious node 

is notified by other nodes in use of RREQ . Suspicious 

nodes are discovered by PEAK value resulting in 

better packet delivery ratio. 

Boardcasting Method 

 Antony Devassy et. al. [9] have proposed a 

method for safe route from source to destination by 

IDCMN-ID broad casting method. In this method, the 

malicious nodes 

are identified first using another black hole detection 

scheme, then the id of those malicious nodes is sent or 

broadcasted to the entire network. Therefore even if 

the malicious nodes take part in two or more routing 

paths, packets do not move towards malicious nodes 

because the entire network knows about the malicious 
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nodes. The main drawback of this solution is 

maintaining an extra database to store the table and 

limited bandwidth.  

Modified Extended Data Routing Information Table 

Vani  et.al [11] proposed a modified AODV protocol 

for eliminate cooperative black hole and grey hole 

attacks in MANET by using modified extended data 

routing information (MEDRI) table. This solution 

shows increase in throughput and packet delivery ratio. 

Neighbour Node Monitoring 

 Durgesh et al [12] proposed an approach 

using real time monitoring with promisuous mode to 

detect and avoid cooperative Black hole attack .The  

forward count and receive count are stored in every 

neigbour node table and is used to detect  suspicious 

node . 

Cross Checking Method 

 Gayathri Wahane et.al [13] proposed a 

solution based on cross checking with true link (timing 

based counter measure) and secure knowledge 

algorithm to detect Cooperative Black hole attack. This 

method exchanges information about the nodes in 

network layer and MAC and stores in DRI table 

thereby reducing false malicious detection. This 

method reduces routing overhead delay and maximizes 

through put. 

 Cooperative Bait Detection Scheme 

 Jian Ming Chang et al[14] proposed  a 

scheme to detect multiple black hole attack by 

cooperative Bait detection scheme (CBDS) This 

method uses a reverse tracing technique to help in 

solving the issue .CBDS detects with the use of DSR , 

2ack and best effort full tolerant routing (BFTR) 

protocols to show better performance in metrics. 

Detection Of Multiple Black Hole Attack Algorithm 

 Arathy et al[15] proposed a algorithm detects 

single and multiple black hole nodes using an 

additional route with nonexistent target address, 

computes a threshold ADSN, creates a black hole list 

and invokes the proposed D-CBH algorithm. Using 

ADSN, black hole list and next hop information 

extracted from RREP, the D-CBH algorithm creates a 

list of collaborative black hole nodes. 

Honeypot- Based Dynamic Anomaly Detection Using 

Cross-Layer Security 

Usha et al[16]  have proposed technique detects and 

isolates black hole attacks from the adhoc network. 

This technique implements cross layer isolation, which 

is responsible for separating the black hole nodes using 

the MAC and network layer features from the 

MANET. 

 

Table 1.Comparison Of Various Schemes On 

Cooperative Black Hole Attack 

Table 1.Comparison Of Various Schemes 
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I. CONCLUSION 

 

 .In the current era of wireless network, 

popularity of MANET is increasing at a veryfast   pace   

with   its   wide   range   of   multimedia   applications   

running   in   aninfrastructure   less   environment   .In   

this   paper we   have   surveyed   about   

variousexisting defense approaches to  detection and 

prevention of cooperative black holeattack. Prevention 

from this attack is still an open challange problem. 

Further theresearchers   can   provide   dynamic   and   

realistic   solutions   to   defend   against   thisattack 
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